QCM-based rupture force measurement as a tool to study DNA dehybridization and duplex stability.
The stability of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was assessed on the basis of unwinding force measurement. Unwinding force was measured directly with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). The amplitude of its surface oscillations was controlled by supplying variable alternate voltage. Under smoothly increasing amplitude of QCM surface oscillations, dsDNA fixed on QCM surface through one of its ends got unwound. This procedure allows reliable measurement of rupture force as small as 5-10 pN. It was demonstrated that oscillations of the surface, with dsDNA bound through one of its ends to this surface, at a frequency of 14 MHz, cause helix unwinding to form two complementary parts due to viscous forces of the liquid medium. Unwinding starts at the upper end. This was proven using oligonucleotide duplexes containing mismatches in different positions. For duplexes containing complementary 20 base pairs, the helix unwinding force is equal to 30-40 pN, which is in agreement with the data obtained by means of atomic-force microscopy (AFM) for the case of unzipping mode. Graphical Abstract Rupture force depending on mismatch position in dsDNA.